Company:
SocialCompany
122 West Washington Ave, Suite 105
Madison, WI 53703
http://www.socialcompany.com

Title: UX/Frontend Developer, Healthcare
Experience: Mid-level, senior
Hours: Full time

Description
Seeking an experienced, talented UX developer to help us build web apps for a biomedical company doing cancer screenings. We need someone with very strong front-end coding skills and a passion for creating exceptional user experiences to help us with important healthcare industry projects. The candidate will work at our casual Madison office just off the Capitol Square.

Why this job is Important
You would start working on projects for a publicly traded biomedical firm in Madison that is revolutionizing colon cancer screening. Their product is a DNA screen that makes it easier and more comfortable to be checked for colon cancer. In short, if more people can get tested sooner and more frequently, fewer people will get colon cancer.

Your work would directly help doctors and nurses place orders for this test. Medical providers are busy, they're in high demand, and they have zero tolerance for mistakes. They are focussed on healing and patient safety, and don’t have time for clumsy UI, finding workarounds, and data-centric design. In healthcare, user experience isn't just about aesthetics or getting people to click the "Buy" button a bit more often, it's about getting the right test to the right patient as quickly as possible.

What you will learn
We care deeply about user experience design, and not just what you'll find in the (excellent) Krug books. We also dabble in behavioral psychology, HCI, economics, info design, cognition and cultural heuristics. We're reading Dan Ariely, Richard Thaler, Charlie Wheelan and many, many others. If these topics are of interest to you, then you will fit right in.

Beyond that, you will learn about the healthcare industry, specifically how the business of caring for people actually works, HIPAA and other regulations, medical coding, and the intricacies of the industry.

Skills & Requirements
Responsibilities
- Coding polished, delightful user interfaces.
- Participating in design discussion with fellow developers.
- Documenting issues, tasks and progress.
- Working with QA team to test features as well as find and resolve issues.
• Communicating with team members.

Requirements
• Minimum 3 years of professional experience using JavaScript, HTML, CSS.
• Experience working with RESTful APIs.
• Strong knowledge of browser DevTools for debugging and benchmarking.
• Strong command of object oriented design.
• Attention to performance and maintainability.
• Experience using media queries to create responsive layouts.
• Excellent written and verbal communication skills.
• Self motivated and energetic.

Additional Skills & Knowledge
• Experience using git with a team.
• Comfortable with frameworks like Sass, LESS, Angular, Node or jQuery.
• Demonstrable proficiency creating user interfaces without UI frameworks.
• Experience creating accessible interfaces.
• Working knowledge of Linux command-line utilities.
• Working knowledge of relation databases (PostgreSQL and MS SQL).

Highly Favorable
• Experience with our backend technologies, such as Django Python and/or ASP.NET.
• Basic operations experience, such as deploying to Linux, managing databases via CLI and writing bash scripts.
• Experience with GitHub and GitHub issues.

Compensation based on experience and overall skill level.

Please note: we are not currently able to sponsor a visa or cover relocation expenses.

TechStack
Javascript html css rest

Compensation
$55000-$100000

About the Company
SocialCompany builds custom software clients who demand exceptional user experience. While many companies think of user experience as merely an aesthetic concern, we have shown our clients superior return on investment by applying behavioral psychology, UX best practices, modern design and the latest in HCI research to our solutions.
We have chosen to focus much of our energy on the healthcare and biomedical industry, where we feel our solutions can create the greatest impact on people’s lives.

SocialCompany has a people-first culture and our atmosphere is casual. We strive for healthy, balanced lives. We value open communication. We let our clients see our bug list and we own up to our mistakes. Our work hours are flexible. We encourage you to take a vacation.

Regular company lunches, great espresso in the office and a cupboard of healthy(ish) snacks are just a few comforts. We dress casually. We’re small but will be growing fast, so you’ll have the opportunity to shape the culture of the company.

If you have any questions, please let us know, we’d love to talk with you.

To Apply

Please send your cover letter and resume to info@socialcompany.com by November 6, 2017.